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ONEPLACE CAPITAL INCREASES EQUIPMENT FINANCING EFFICIENCY WITH LEASETEAM AND
eORIGINAL DTM SOLUTION
OMAHA, Neb., (May 20, 2015) – LeaseTeam, Inc., the premier solution provider in the equipment and
finance marketplace, and eOriginal, Inc., the digital transaction experts, today announced that they have
collaborated to deliver a fully digital transaction management (DTM) solution for OnePlace Capital, an
equipment financing company servicing U.S. medical, dental and veterinary practitioners. The joint
solution provides OnePlace Capital with increased efficiency and control of their business processes to
decrease costs and better serve their vendors.
Headquartered in West Des Moines, Iowa, OnePlace Capital, a division of Bank Midwest, serves the
healthcare industry by providing leading institutions and practitioners with more purchasing power to
acquire additional and leading-edge healthcare equipment. The company features a financing model
where every loan is designed to fit the specific needs of the requesting healthcare practice. The team at
OnePlace Capital came to LeaseTeam and eOriginal to simplify its loan origination process and reduce its
sales cycle, while still providing a customizable level of customer support and financing.
“Our partnership with eOriginal and LeaseTeam enables us to increase our efficiency with our loan
origination processes, while still providing exceptional customer service,” said Scott Stewart, president
of OnePlace Capital. “Every loan we process, no matter the size, costs our company the same amount of
time and money to originate. By leveraging this technology, it’s a win-win situation. We decrease our
average transaction time, while better serving our vendor partners and borrowers.”
The joint DTM solution puts OnePlace Capital on the cutting edge of the equipment finance industry.
LeaseTeam’s ASPIRE™, a lease and loan management solution, significantly reduces human error that
disrupts the ability to close loans for equipment leasing, while also avoiding the majority of the costs
related to traditional ink-and-paper processes. This improves the customer experience by optimizing
processes that ensure valid information on documentation to reduce delays for corrections by
customers and vendors.
“Paper will soon become a thing of the past within the equipment leasing industry,” said Dan O’Malley,
president and CEO of LeaseTeam. “As competition continues to grow within the industry, companies like
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OnePlace Capital will be able to conduct business in a better and more efficient manner, attracting more
customers and increasing their financing opportunities.”
With LeaseTeam’s ASPIRE paired with eOriginal’s eAsset® Management Platform, OnePlace Capital can
manage and protect their financial eAsset documents throughout their lifecycle with compliant
securitization in a fully digital environment. The platform also provides the company with the ability to
transfer documents electronically through the document custodian, decreasing the transfer time
significantly.
“OnePlace Capital’s digital transformation has moved the company into a new era,” said Stephen
Bisbee, president and CEO of eOriginal. “eOriginal has long been a leader in bringing innovation to the
equipment leasing industry. We are confident that the implementation of our DTM solution will allow
OnePlace Capital to maintain the highest levels of security and compliance, while serving their internal
needs of regulating their business processes.”
About eOriginal, Inc.
Founded in 1996, eOriginal is the trusted expert in digital transaction management solutions,
specializing in the post-execution management of financial asset documentation. eOriginal SmartSign®
and eAsset® Management Services enable an end-to-end solution for fully electronic transactions that
must be managed with the highest levels of security and compliance throughout their lifecycle. By
treating every transaction as having assets that must be verifiably secure, legally compliant and
enforceable, eOriginal provides its customers and partners with eCertainty®. For more information,
please visit http://www.eoriginal.com. eOriginal®, eAsset®, eOriginal SmartSign® and eCertainty® are
trademarks of eOriginal, Inc. and are registered in the United States or in other jurisdictions.
About LeaseTeam, Inc.
LeaseTeam, Inc. is a market-leading software and business solutions company serving over 250 financial
organizations throughout North America and the United Kingdom. With over 25 years of experience and
expertise in the equipment finance and leasing industry, its innovative technologies continue to
streamline lease and loan processing for users. LeaseTeam’s ASPIRE™, an end-to-end lease and loan
management platform, allows businesses to stop talking about front- and back-end processes, and start
talking about managing the total transaction lifecycle—from a single system. For more information
about LeaseTeam or ASPIRE, call (800) 531-5086 or visit www.LeaseTeam.com.
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